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Abstract T Temperature.
V Velocity.

The Hall effect plays an important role in deter- a Ionization fraction.
mining the flow characteristics and performance of co Permittivity of vacuum.
magnetoplasmadynamic thrusters. This research at- A0 Permeability of vacuum.
tempts to investigate that role. A two fluid non- v Collision frequency.
equilibrium model of an axisymmetric thruster is p Mass density.
solved using numerical techniques. The model con- a Electrical conductivity.
sists of partial differential equations for the mass v Viscosity coefficient.
density, ionization fraction, global transverse and
axial momentum, electron energy, and heavy species
energy. Electron and heavy species heat conduction, Note: The subscripts e,n,i, and g refer to electrons,
viscosity, and elastic energy transfer between elec- neutrals, ions, and heavy species respectively. When
tron and ions are included in the model. The Hall used as subscripts or otherwise, r, 0, and z refer to
effect leads to highly skewed current lines and sub- the coordinate directions.
stantial starvation in a thin region near the anode.
This starvation in turn leads to large anode poten-
tial drops, which represent a significant portion of 1 Introduction
the thruster's total voltage. As the input total cur-
rent is varied, the computed near anode and the total Understanding and predicting MPD performance
potential drop across the channel vary substantially. has not proven to be an easy task. Previous re-
The variation is comparable to experimental data search at the M.I.T. Space Power and Propulsion
from a similar axisymmetric channel. Laboratory [17] underscored the difficulty of predict-

ing the operating voltage, and hence efficiency, of
MPD thrusters using one or quasi-one dimensionalNomenclature models. Previous two dimensional modeling done

B Magnetic field strengthat the SPPL [14] also was not adequate for effi-
S Random vfeldocity ciency prediction, as the magnetic field used came

Random velocity, from one dimensional models. Two dimensional re-e Charge of a proton.e Charge of a proton. search by Park and Choi[19], Ao and Fujiwara[2],
E Electric field strength and Morozov and Brushlinski[16, 5] use simplified
El Elastic energy transfer. one fluid models. Sleziona[21] studies a two fluid
J Current denesity model, but assumes frozen flow and uses a rela-
k Boltman's constant. tively low power level. Therefore, a relatively de-
K Heat condctona c ent. tailed physical model of a two dimensional MPD
K Heat conduction coefficient thruster was developed[18]. Numerical solutions of

S Particle mass. this model showed that the Hall effect and the anode
S NumbEletron production ratestarvation which it causes play an important role in

P Pressure. determining thruster efficiency and other operating
P Pese. characteristics.
t Time.

ollision cross section. The preliminary work previously presented has
Q Colision cross sectionsince been expanded upon considerably. The geome-

*Graduate Student, Member AIAA try has been changed from a two dimensional one tot Professor, Member AIAA an axisymmetric geometry. All of the viscous terms,
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rather than the one term used previously, have been atures. The mass density equation is
incorporated. Additional cases have been solved to
show the variation of the solution with the total ap- Op O(pV,) (pV,) _ pV,+ + (1)plied current of the thruster. This paper describes at 9r 9z r
the current state of the model and recent numerical The momentum equations are
solutions. Section 1 describes the expanded model. h e m o m e n t u m  tions are

Section 2 briefly describes the numerical methods O(pV) O(pV 2 + P) O(pVV)
used to solve the governing equations. Section 3 + + r + 8z
presents some of the solutions obtained with the cur-
rent model. Section 4 discusses some conclusions pV 2

based on these solutions, while Section 5 details the = -J B - - + S, (2)
directions that the work will, hopefully, move in. and

8(pV) +(pV, V) 8(pV, + P)+ +
Ot Or Oz

2 Model
= J, Be - z + S (3)

No model yet developed includes all of the physics In these equations, and S represent the contri-
of real MPD thrusters. This model also does not. In these equations, S, a n d S, represent the contri-
It does attempt to include as much of the impor- bution of the viscous terms and are given by [1],It does attempt to include as much of the impor-
tant physics as possible. A two fluid non-equilibrium [4 02V, . 2V 1 82V
model which includes viscosity, electron and heavy S, = v + -
species heat conduction, and variable conductivity 2  z 2  3 rOz

is used. The plasma is assumed to be quasi-neutral 4 V, v v O V, Ov
with the ionization fraction controlled by balancing +3 r + z) +

the ionization and recombination rates with con-
v:ction. Electron and heavy species energy are + -- - 2 Vz y (v + 2-) (4)
treated separately and are tied together only by elas- Or 9z 3 Oz Or 3 r Or r
tic transfer. The geometry is axisymmetric, with and
the magnetic field confined to the azimuthal direc- S v 4 2V + + 1 1
tion. The velocity, current, and magnetic field have 3  z 3 rOr2  z]
components in both in plane directions. The model 9V, 1 vv 2 OV, avignores velocity slip between neutrals and ions and +- + ) -Bz 3 r Br 3 Br ozdiffusion. Also, it is a continuum model, so that
mean free path effects are ignored. -2 V-- + -V v v 4 v V ()

3 r r r 3z z
The electron number density equation is

2.1 Thruster Geometry
8(pa) 8(paV,) 8(paV,) paV,The thruster modeled consists of an axisymmetric t r z min -  r (6

constant area channel with dimensions as shown in
Figure 1. The side walls are conductors followed by The heavy species energy equation is
a short insulating section. The magnetic field is into) V,
the page, and the anode is the upper electrode. (P) +8( ,) (PV) , O Vz

+t 9r + 9z + Pl(- +2

2.2 Fluid Equations = -E + (KR ) + -(K 9  )
dr Or dz dz

The governing equations for the model are derived 5 PV,
by incorporating the assumptions described above 2 r + ' (7)
into various combinations of the species continuity, where t represents the contribution from the viscousmomentum, and energy equations as given by Burg- terms and is given by [1]
ers [6] and Bittencourt [4]. The resulting model con-
sists of seven partial differential equations, six for [4 ( BV V, 8V12 V , V,
the fluid variables and one for the magnetic field. )2 2 -- (-
The six fluid equations are for the mass density, the
axial and transverse velocities, the electron number OV, BV, V, a V, V, 1
density, and the electron and heavy species temper- + Tz r +O O + OZ
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The electron energy equation is The heat conduction coefficients are [15]

(-P) + (I.V.) O(|P.V..) K. = V 'T,
Ot or 8z m.n.v.i

ov., OV,, J2 + J2 for electrons and
+P,( + ) = E + - E,.

8T 8z E k2T n. n,
K0= m ( + )

0 T, 8 BT 5P V , = i qn . + nl.Q, n ,Q + n.q,.)
+ (K 8 (K )T. 5 .P V (9)

r r oz oz 2 r for ions, while the viscosity coefficient is given by
In these equations [15]

a= n, n, Y mnn. mn.c.a + n, p V= +
n n + n. P V v'(nQn + nQ) v8(n.Qu + n,,Qn)

k (10)
P, = P-T where

k C \8--
P, = p-aT, 

mi and the cross sections are [10, 11, 15]

V,, = V, Q- i = 1.4 x 10-' s
en,

and Qn = 1.7 x 10-'1To
V,, = V, -

en, ' and
e4 In r

The conductivity is given by [15] Qi = 24r(eokT) 2

e2 n, where r, is of the same form as r, but uses To in
m ,vi place of T..

where 2.3 Electromagnetic Equations

vi = 1.836 x 10-6n.T,- in(r.) The final equation is for the magnetic field strength.
This equation is a combination of Maxwell's equa-

and tions and the relevant version of Ohm's Law. The

r = 1.24 x 7T Ohm's Law used comes from the electron momen-
S- V n, tum equation, where the terms due to the electron

momentum are neglected, due to the small electron
All units are in MKSA and all temperatures are in mass. This leaves
degrees K, unless otherwise noted. The ionization
fraction in the thruster is controlled by the rate of E, = J + V 1- (JBe + .Pe. (
ionization and recombination collisions. This rate a en ,  Or

is approximated by the Hinnov-Hirschberg model[9], and
so that

S= RSn. - Rn E, = V,B+ -- (J,Be - ). (12)
a en, Dz

where
R = 1.09 x 10-20T,-  These equations are combined with

and @Be BE,  BE,exp(-). r +  - 0 (13)
S = 2.9 x 10"T exp(-'). + r Oz

k T,
and the scalar formulations of Ampere's Law

The electron and heavy species temperature equa-

tions are coupled by elastic collisions between the 1 Be (14)
electrons and the ions. The energy exchanged is - Lo Oz
given by

E 10-2T J = 1 0(rB)(15)
E = 5.67 x 10 (T - T,)n,.. or or
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Combining the above equations yields the magnetic for the rest of the equations are given by the Steger
field equation, and Warming version of flux vector splitting [22].

The transverse fluxes for the rest of the equations
8Be . V, Be 8VBe + 1 OP* are given by a slightly modified version of Rusanov's

t or 8z T r en, Oz method [20]. At each fluid time step, the magnetic

8 1 aP* 0 1 8Be B field equation is integrated the necessary number of
- ( ) (_)(~ + -) times, ranging from 10 to 100, where the maximum
Oz en, or or to or r

time step is set by stability requirements, and then
S. 1 8. B 1 02B, 021'B the same is done for the electron temperature equa-

Oz p-o Oz po r2 + 8z2 tion (50 to 150 iterations) and the diffusive terms

1 8B Be 1 8 B1 of the heavy species energy and momentum equa-
+ ) - ) = 0 (16) tions(1 to 5 iterations). Finally, the rest of the fluid

r B7 7 r Bz Aoen, variables are updated.

whee * - All of the numerical calculations are carried out in
where P - + P,.

ILo a transformed coordinate space which corresponds
to a physical space where grid points are highly con-

2.4 Boundary Conditions centrated near the anode, somewhat less concen-
. trated near the cathode, and widely spaced in the

Accurate treatment of the boundary conditions is center o the thte A o the equations are im-
necessary for meaningful results. At the inlet, the peented in their transformed forms.
mass flow, the inlet total enthalpy, and the total
cuirent are prescribed parameters. The inlet mag-
netic field at a given radial location is determined by 4 Results
the total current. The mass flow for all of the results
presented in this paper is 4 g/s of Argon. The radial The numerical method was used to solve the gov-
velocity at the inlet is zero. The electron tempera- erning equations in the geometry described earlier.
ture is assumed to have zero gradient normal to the A number of cases were run where the total applied
wall because of the heat conduction. The ionization current, and hence the inlet magnetic field, was var-
fraction, which would ideally be zero, is set to 1%, ied from case to case. The results from one case,
a relatively low level, as the model does not permit chosen as the baseline, are shown in detail. Cor-
a zero ionization fraction. Finally, the local density roborating evidence from experiment and analysis is
is found by a one sided difference on the global con- then introduced. Finally, the numerical variation of
tinuity equation. At the exit, the magnetic field is the potential with total current is shown.
zero. Where the exit flow is supersonic, the gradi-
ents of the fluid variables are set to zero. Where
the exit flow is subsonic, the Riemann invariants are 4.1 Baseline Case
used along with an assumed pressure to calculate theused along with an assumed pressure to calculate the The first case examined, chosen as the baseline, was
fluid variables at a total current of 28.6 kAmps. As in the two di-

At the conducting portion of the side walls thet the conducting potion mensional results for a slightly higher total current
magnetic field is set so that the axial component of [18], the large Hall parameter near the anode causes

[18], the large Hall parameter near the anode causes
the electric field is zero. At the insulating section

the current there to be highly skewed. The resultingof the wallthe he magnetic field is set to zero. The the current there to be highly skewed. The resulting
Lorents force pushes the plasma away from the an-

electron temperature gradient is set to zero at both Lorent force pushes the plasma away from the an-
side walls, whilete heav speie t e eratue ode, leading to lower density and higher Hall param-
side walls, while the heavy species temperature is
set to 3000, the asmedwall temperature. Tie eters. In the steady state configuration, the current
set to 3000 K, the assumed wall temperature. The

e t 3 , e a w t T near the anode is almost parallel to the electrode as
axial and transverse velocities at both walls are set nr te e alot p the electrode as

shown in Figure 2, a plot of the current lines, and the
to ero. region is highly depleted, as shown by the transverse

profiles of the electron number density in Figure 3.

3 Numerical Method Compared to the two dimensional case, where only
one of the viscous terms, the second derivative of

The numerical method used in this research is the transverse velocity in the transverse direction,
a combination of different schemes. The magnetic was included, the gradients are somewhat shallower
field and electron temperature equations, as well as due to the smoothing effect of the viscosity and the
the diffusive terms in the heavy species energy and axisymmetric geometry, which leads to higher cath-
momentum equations, are integrated with McCor- ode magnetic fields and lower anode magnetic fields.
mack's method as in Anderson[l]. The axial fluxes Nevertheless, the anode starvation and current con-
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centration lead to very high transverse electric fields because the anode depletion was suppressed. So, cir-

near the anode. As shown in Figure 4 these elec- cumstantial, if not direct, evidence exists that large

tric fields lead to substantial potential drops in a anode falls result due to the Hall effect and the an-

very narrow region near the anode. These poten- ode depletion which it causes.

tial drops are, for the cases examined, as large as or

larger than the potential drop across the bulk of the 4.3 Analytical Models
plasma. For the baseline case, the near anode po-
tential drop is approximately 9 Volts. For the higher One troublesome issue is that simple analytical mod-

total current used in the two dimensional case, the els, such as those by Bakhst [3], show anode poten-

potential drop was 19 Volts. The thruster produces tial drops due to starvation which are much smaller

23 N of thrust at an efficiency of 15%. than those predicted by this research. A Bakhst type

The effects of viscosity and heavy species heat con- model consisting of the equations

duction are quite clearly seen in the contour plots of E = 0 (17)
axial velocity and heavy species temperature shown
in Figures 5 and 6. The boundary layers grow to and
fill approximately 30% of the channel. The average a B2

Mach number and axial velocity are somewhat lower a (P + 2o 0 (18)

than in the two dimensional inviscid case, and are assumptions that the electron and heavy
significantly lower in the near anode region, where species temperatures are constant and the plasma is
the axial velocity was quite high in the two dimen- fully ionied was solved. Note that x is the trans-
sional solution. The heavy species temperature is verse direction, as the geometry is two dimensional
somewhat higher in the boundary layers than in the rather than axisymmetric. The resulting potential
inviscid, two dimensional solution, but is somewhat drop is shown in Figure 7, along with the much larger

lower in the center of the thruster. potential drop of the corresponding two dimensional
model, as given in reference [18]. The large dif-

4.2 Experimental Evidence for ference is because the analytical model, which as-

Anode Potential Drops sumes constant temperature and neglects viscosity
and heat conduction, gives an electron number den-

Abundant experimental evidence exists for large sity profile which rises much faster than that pre-
near anode potential drops at high current levels. dicted numerically, as shown in Figure 8. Since
Recent data from Gallimore[7] show anode power the starvation predicted by the Bakhst model takes

fractions of up to 50% and and anode fall voltages place in a much narrower region, the potential drop,
of up to 50 V. Kuriki[3] also measures anode falls of which is the integral of the transverse field across the
up to 100 V. Heimerdinger[8] measured anode falls starvation region is considerably smaller. However,
of up to 82 V with total potentials of a 160 V. electron number density rises so sharply because ne-
Kislov[12] also measured large near anode potential glecting the viscous terms and the temperature vari-
drops. Nonetheless, the existence of these voltage ation in the transverse momentum equation forces
drops does not mean that they are due to anode star- all of the magnetic pressure drop to be taken up by
vation. None of these researchers presented direct increase of the numberdensity. In order to ac-
experimental evidence for depletion of the near an- count for these terms, equation 18 can be repaced
ode region. However, both Heimerdinger and Kislov by a more complete transverse momentum balance
show current profiles which are highly skewed near

the anode. Kislov attributes these phenomena to On, 8 B 2  V T (19)

the Hall effect. In addition, Gallimore shows how k(T. +T,) +z o) 
= v -n.k . (19

the anode fall scales with the electron Hall parame-

ter calculated at some representative point. As the The magnitude of the two terms on the left hand

Hall parameter is inversely proportional to the elec- side are taken from the numerical simulation and

tron number density, high Hall parameter does im- input to an analytic model. The rise in electron

ply low electron number density, and perhaps low number density predicted by this hybrid model be-

density as well. At a distance 2 mm from the an- comes much shallower than in the Bakhst model,

ode surface, Gallimore measures Hall parameters up and the potential drop becomes much larger. The

to 8, similar to those predicted at the same distance results from this hybrid model, are also shown in

from the anode by the numerical solution, albeit in a Figures 7 and 8. There is a very thin layer right at

different geometry and at different power levels. Fi- the anode where the electron number density rises

nally, Kuriki found that anode injection of the pro- sharply, but it then levels off and agrees with the nu-

pellant significantly suppressed anode falls, perhaps merical model. The potential drop predicted by this
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hybrid model is actually larger than that predicted 1. So far, we have only been successful in obtain-
by the numerical model. This is mostly due to the ing steady solutions up to about 32 kA. Exper-
extremely high transverse electric field predicted by imental evidence [8] indicates stable operation
the hybrid model in the very near anode layer, which up to 60 kA. We hope to extend the 'operating
is absent from the numerical model. Physically, this regime' of our numerical thruster in the near
layer is so thin, about 20/pm thick, that the use of a future.
continuum model is questionable anyhow. A purely
analytical model which would include viscosity and 2. The effect of ion slip, with its associated am-
temperature variations without resort to the numeri- bipolar diffusion, and the importance of wall re-
cal solution would obviously be preferable. However, combination remain to be explored, and could
such an analysis would need to be two dimensional, be significant.

and we have not yet found a way of solving such a 3. The electron mean free path near the anode may
m . - -3. The electron mean free path near the anode may

be greater than 100 pm, hence commensurate
with the thickness of the starved layer. From

4.4 Total Current Variation the high calculated Hall parameter values, elec-
trons may be largely E x B drifting, but with

In addition to the baseline case, two other cases were trajectories occasionally intercepted by the an-
run, one at a higher current, 32.5 kA, and one at a ode itself. This is a complicated physical situa-

lower current 23.4 kA, to see how the anode poten- tion which needs to be examined.

tial drop varied with total current. The potential 4. In order to more accurately model a greater
dr6p between a point two mm from the anode and range of thrusters, the plume region and more
the anode in each of the three cases is plotted in complex thruster designs need to be included in
Figure 9 along with experimental data for the anode the model.
fall taken from Heimerdinger[8]. Most of the exper-
imental data are for the fully flared channel, rather Finally, the strong effect on anode voltage drops of
than the constant area channel used in this research, seemingly minor near-anode density variations may
Also, the numerical simulation does not model the be responsible for tank pressure effects in tests at
plume and instead adds a short insulating section vacuum levels where none would otherwise be ex-
beyond the electrodes. Nonetheless, the numerical pected. Again, accurate modeling of this area may
model seems to give the right trends, perhaps un- open the door to systematic corrections for such ef-
derpredicting the voltage drop somewhat, although fects, as well as to predictions of the effect of anode
this could be because of the different geometry. mass injection.
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